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 Thank you for choosing Hatch River Expeditions for your Grand Canyon river rafting experience. 

We’re thrilled to have you aboard! However, booking your reservation is only the first step. 

Read over this packet and complete the items below to ensure 

that you’re ready for your expedition. 

Pre-Trip Checklist 

Launch Date: ____________ 

Cliff Dwellers Date:  _________ 

Confirmation # ___________ 

ACCESS your Activity Manager & INVITE the other guests in 

your group (if any) to register under “Start Registration.” 

GO TO “View Info and Documents” & REVIEW our Policies, 

Physical Requirements, and Risk Advisory to Health-Care 

Providers and Participants.  

COMPLETE your registration under “Start Registration” & SIGN 

your Visitor’s Acknowledgement of Risk under “Sign Form.” 

PURCHASE Travel Insurance from Travel Insured (within 21 

days) or from your preferred provider (by their deadline). 

BOOK any Transportation and Lodging you may need.  

(Your pre-trip lodging in Marble Canyon and post-trip flights to Las 

Vegas or Marble Canyon will be booked by Hatch.) 

MEET the folks who will be sharing your adventure on your trip’s 

social site in the “Photos” section of your Activity Manager. 

PAY the Remaining Balance for your trip – due to the Hatch office 

120 days before your launch. 

REVIEW our Gear Checklist, begin acquiring items, and make 

sure to break in new purchases (especially shoes!). 

 

SUBMIT your Beverage Order Form directly to the Cliff Dwellers 

Lodge – due 6 weeks before your launch. 

 

 

 

 

Optional: 
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Policies 

One Trip Per Year 
 
Grand Canyon National Park strictly enforces a “one 
trip per year” rule. Hatch River Expeditions is not 
permitted to accept a reservation from anyone who has 
or will participate in any other commercial or private, 
partial or full Grand Canyon river trip within the same 
calendar year. 

Reservations 
 

We require an initial non-refundable deposit per person 
to reserve your space. Your deposit and guest names 
must be in our office within 14 days of making your 
reservation. If a deposit is not received within 14 days 
we reserve the right to cancel the reservation. Further, 
if we have not received a guest name for each deposit, 
we cannot guarantee your reservation. We accept 
personal checks, money orders, and VISA, Discover, 
and MasterCard. You will not receive a confirmation 
until we receive the deposit. Holds and tentative 
reservations cannot be guaranteed until the deposit 
has been made and names received. 

 
Final payment of the balance is due 120 days before 
trip departure. If final payment is not received when 
due, Hatch River Expeditions reserves the right to 
cancel the reservation without refunding the original 
deposit. 

Cancellations 
 
If you must cancel your reservation more than 120 
days before your trip, you must notify us in writing. 
After we receive your written cancellation, you will be 
refunded any amount you have paid less the non-
refundable deposit and a 5% processing fee. 
 
If you must cancel less than 120 days prior to your trip, 
no refunds will be made and you will forfeit any funds 
paid to Hatch River Expeditions. 
 
This cancellation policy applies in every situation and 
there will be no exceptions made for any reason. We 
will not issue refunds for cancellations due to illness or 
late arrivals due to travel delays. Our company has a 
limited amount of spaces and a short season. Once we 
accept your deposit we can no longer sell that space to 
other possible guests and have likely already invested 
time, money and energy preparing for your trip and 
cannot afford the financial loss. 
 
If you are concerned about the possibility of canceling 
your trip we urge you to purchase travel insurance. 

Outside Forces 
 

Hatch River Expeditions reserves the right to cancel, delay or reschedule any trip due to forces outside of our 
control including but not limited to inclement weather, water levels and conditions and lack of sufficient reservations. 
Hatch River Expeditions will not be held responsible for any cancellation, or for expenses incurred as a result of 
such cancellation. When booking with Hatch River Expeditions you agree to this policy. 

Don’t forget Travel Insurance! 
 

If you are using Hatch’s preferred provider, 
Travel Insured, make sure to purchase your 

policy within 21 days of paying your 
deposit to take advantage of the “Cancel 

for Any Reason” option. 
 

www.travelinsured.com 
800-243-3174 

 

Hatch River Expeditions 
Agency #47045 

Registration Forms 
 

You must complete a Registration Form for every guest 
on your reservation within 14 days of making your 
initial reservation. If that form is returned by the 
deadline and it is determined that a guest will not be 
able to participate due to the information it contains, we 
will provide a full refund for that guest. Hatch reserves 
the right to cancel any guest’s reservation at any time 
without refund if this form has not been completed 
accurately and returned by the deadline.  
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3 Steps to Condition 
for Your Hike 

 

Step up your conditioning 
routine over time. 

 
STEP 1: Start a few 
months in advance by 
using the incline feature 
on your treadmill, taking 
the stairs wherever you 
go, and walking every 
day. 
 
STEP 2: Find and hike 

local trails with rocky 
terrain and elevation 
gain/loss to simulate 
Grand Canyon 
conditions. Start doing 
hikes that are 2-3 miles 
long a few times a 
month. Work your way 
up as the trip gets closer. 
 
STEP 3: Between 1 
month and 2 weeks 
before your trip, increase 
your hiking frequency 
and distance—you 
should be able to hike 4-
6 miles comfortably by 
this time. 

 
DON’T FORGET TO: 
 

 purchase your hiking 
shoes and sandals ahead 
of time so you can break 
them in and avoid blisters 
 

 get in the habit of drinking 
water throughout the day 
NOW – it’s good for you 
every day, but mandatory 
on the trail! 

 

 

 
 

The Hiking Focused trip is specifically designed for guests who are willing and able to hike every day of their trip. 

Although none of the hikes on this trip are mandatory, participants will have a better experience if they’re in good 

hiking shape. Some guests find that when hiking in the Grand Canyon as compared with other settings, they face 

the additional challenges in adjusting to environmental conditions, including heat, 

cold, elevation, weather, water and sand. If you have factors that could make a trip 

more difficult including age, weight, lack of conditioning, and heart or other diseases, 

consider talking to a doctor before committing. Please review our Risk Advisory to 

Health-Care Providers and Participants and our Visitor’s Acknowledgement of Risk 

for more information. 

Here are some minimum requirements you must be able to meet to safely enjoy your 

journey: 
 

 Able to hike every day. Some hikes may be multiple hours in duration. 

 Able to fit into a Type 5 Life Jacket (max chest size 58”) 

 Able to hold onto the raft while going through whitewater. Ropes are provided 

throughout the raft for hand holds. 

 Capable of climbing onto and off of the raft. There will be about a 2 foot step 

up/down from the raft to the beaches. Please note that some surfaces may be 

wet and slippery. 

 Comfortable walking on uneven, rocky terrain. Trails in Grand Canyon are not 

regularly maintained. Also sand beaches are the norm for camp sites so make 

sure you are comfortable walking across the sand inclines. 

 Able to carry your own personal gear to and from camp. The maximum weight 

for personal gear is 25 pounds. 

 Able to tolerate prolonged/repeated exposure to water of 50°F 

 Able to tolerate prolonged exposure to environmental temperatures up to 120°F 

(In colder months, temperatures may also drop to 30°F) 
 

Note: We are happy to discuss other styles of trips that allow us to accommodate a 

wide range of physical challenges and medical conditions. Please contact our office 

so we can assist you personally with any concerns. 
 

Pre-Trip Conditioning 
Preparing in advance for the desert terrain can enhance your enjoyment as well as 

your ability to see some of the hidden gems the Canyon has to offer. Hiking trails are 

not maintained and include elevation gain, rocky terrain and even stream crossings. 

It’s worth it to see that spectacular waterfall or phenomenal slot canyon. Remember 

that all hikes are optional. 
 

Conditioning before your trip will also aid in the camping experience. Most campsites 

are either sandy beaches or rocky ledges. Guest are responsible for carrying their 

own gear as well as setting up camp so being physically fit will enhance this 

experience tremendously.  
 

Review our 12 Tips for a Better Hike on the reverse of this page before your trip. 

Physical Requirements 
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Everyone who hikes in the canyon for the first time reports that it was more difficult than they 
expected. There are no easy trails into or out of the Grand Canyon. 

Hiking in the Grand Canyon is a strenuous and potentially dangerous activity suitable for only those in 
excellent physical condition. If you have any history of ankle, knee, hip or other joint problems, asthma or 
heart-related problems, or have recently undergone surgery, please consult your physician before attempting 
to hike into or out of the Canyon. Temperatures typically exceed 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius) 
in the summer months.  

Additionally, given that this is a group activity, it is important that you are physically able to participate with the 
group and be on time. Remember that your actions can affect the group experience.  

PHYSICAL TRAINING BEFORE YOUR TRIP IS ESSENTIAL. 

12 Tips for a Better Hike 
1. EAT SALTY SNACKS almost as often as you
drink. Balance your food intake with your fluid
consumption so that your electrolyte levels stay within
a normal range.

2. DRINK AT LEAST THREE QUARTS of water and
electrolytes. Do not wait until you feel thirsty–by that
time, you are already dehydrated. Camelback-style
hydration packs work great with two backup water
bottles. Note that bottled water in individual
disposable containers is not sold in the park. You
must bring refillable bottles with you.

3. REST at every opportunity. Three developed shade
areas are located on your hike into or out of the
Canyon.

4. WEAR a WIDE-BRIMMED HAT and other skin-
covering clothing for sun protection.

5. WET your hat, bandana and long-sleeved shirt at
water stations.

6. PACK LIGHT. Take only what you need – and then
double check it. Water and food should be your
heaviest items. Consider using Hatch’s UPS Duffel
Service (info on the Duffel Service Form).

7. PACE YOURSELF. A steady pace will not only
prevent you from tiring too quickly, but will allow you
to enjoy the scenery.

8. RESEARCH your trip. A Grand Canyon hike is not
suitable for everybody. Make sure you read the
summer hiking information on the Grand Canyon
National Park's website.
http://www.nps.gov/grca/planyourvisit/hike-smart.htm

9. PREPARE for your hike by getting a good night's
rest, eating a good dinner, and avoiding alcohol and
other diuretics.

10. PRE-HYDRATE during your trip by drinking lots of
WATER. Don’t get behind!

11. WEAR COMFORTABLE SHOES and clip your
toenails to avoid “black toe” and blisters.

12. STRETCH before you start, but prepare to have
SORE MUSCLES the day after your adventure.

Hiking in the Grand Canyon 

Bonus Tip: Mules have the right of way 
If you encounter a mule train in the Grand Canyon, 
make sure to follow these safety tips: 
• Step off the trail on the uphill side away from the

edge.
• Follow the directions of the wrangler. Remain

completely quiet and stand perfectly still.
• Do not return to the trail until the last mule is 50

feet (15 meters) past your position.

http://www.nps.gov/grca/planyourvisit/hike-smart.htm
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 LENGTH: 12 days / 11 nights 
DISTANCE: 188 miles, from Lees Ferry to Whitmore Wash 

SIZE: 16 or 29 guests (1 boat / 2 boat) 

Inclusions: 
 Complimentary double occupancy stay the night before your launch at Cliff Dwellers Lodge 
 Complimentary Hatch mug 
 All meals and beverages during your rafting trip excluding alcohol and soda  
 All camping gear: Camp chair, 3-person tent for 2 people, sleep kit (ground cloth, cot, sleeping 

bag, sheet, pillow), dishware, and utensils 
 Use of 2 dry bags for your day gear and night gear 
 Helicopter ride out of the Canyon from Whitmore Wash to Bar 10 Ranch  
 Fixed wing plane ride from Bar 10 Ranch to either Las Vegas or Marble Canyon 

 

 

 

 

Trip Overview 

Sample Itinerary 
(Activities will vary based on guide decisions and weather.) 

 

DAY 0 (before your launch)  
Arrive at Cliff Dwellers Lodge in historic Marble 
Canyon, AZ to begin soaking in the desert 
atmosphere. Shop, relax and enjoy a fantastic meal 
from the Cliffs Restaurant. Get a good night’s sleep 
because tomorrow the adventure begins! 
 

DAYS 1 & 2 
Meet Hatch staff in front of Cliff Dwellers Lodge at 
8:30am (check your confirmation for your meeting 
time). Listen to a short introductory orientation and 
then load up the vans for a 20 minute shuttle ride 
down to the river. Guides will explain safety on the 
river and introduce you to our S-Rig rafts. Load onto 
the rafts and begin your GRAND adventure. 
Experience your first splash at the Paria Riffle and 
then cross under Navajo Bridge and take in your last 
glimpse of civilization for the next week. Enjoy the tour 
as your guides begin your Grand Canyon education. 
Have lunch on a beautiful white sand beach and 
experience your first rapids of Soap and Badger 
Creek, and House Rock. 
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Sample Itinerary (cont’d) 
 

DAYS 3 - 6 
Next up is the Roaring Twenties. You will pass below 
Vasey’s Paradise and frolic in beautiful Redwall 
Cavern. Hike to ancient Anasazi granaries at 
Nankoweap or in Saddle Canyon (2 miles roundtrip). 
Float and frolic in the warm Little Colorado River and 
perhaps hike the Lava Canyon Loop (4 miles roundtrip). 
Use Hance Rapid to prepare yourself for the larger 
rapids ahead. Horn, Granite, Hermit and Crystal are 
next so be prepared for some impressive waves and 
epic splashes. You might even stop at Phantom Ranch. 
 

DAYS 7-9 
You might hike the Granite/Hermit Loop (6 miles 
roundtrip) or the invigorating Thunder River hike (8 
miles roundtrip). Elves Chasm is the perfect place to 
make a splash. Enjoy Deer Creek Falls or hike up to 
the spectacular Patio above to find a hidden green 
oasis. Check out that Bright Angel Shale or Tapeats 
Sandstone as you pass through.  
 

DAY 10 & 11 
Relax and enjoy the turquoise waters at the famed 
Havasu Canyon where you will experience a true 
paradise. Play in the pools or hike up the creek for 
more sights. Reflect on the geological changes you 
have experienced and enjoy this old section of Canyon. 
You are now more than a mile down in the Canyon. 
The volcanic formation of Vulcan’s Anvil signals the 
approach of Lava Falls, one of the most famed rapids in 
the world.  
 

DAY 12 
Helicopter flights to Bar 10 Ranch begin around 7:00 
AM so be prepared to see the sights from above. 
Lounge around or if time permits take a quick shower 
before your flight departs to take you back to Las 
Vegas, Marble Canyon or Page. 
 

Camping with Hatch 
 
We’re here for you! Hatch trips are designed 
to accommodate everyone from the most 
experienced hikers to first time campers. We 
even provide you with camping gear (a camp 
chair, tent for 2, and “sleep kit” including a cot) 
so all you have to bring is your personal items. 
 

Sandy beaches are typical campsites in the 
canyon, but each location is different, so be 
prepared for a different experience and view 
every night. Tent and sleeping sites are set up 
by guests and spread among the trees or 
across the open beach.  
 

We set up kitchen near the boats so you can 
help unload then camp out in chairs nearby to 
take in the delicious aromas of guide-prepared 
meals.  
 
Bathrooms: 
Toilet facilities are set up shortly after arriving 
in camp in a secluded area, and are the last 
thing taken down in the morning. The 
toilets are dry, 
meaning that 
everyone urinates 
in the river and all 
other “business” 
is taken care of 
at the toilet.  
 

More info on our FAQs! 
 

Trip Overview (cont’d 1) 
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A Typical Hatch Meal 

 
 

Grilled Chicken Breast with Barbecue Sauce 
Seasoned Rice Cooked to Perfection 

Steamed Broccoli and Cauliflower 
Fresh Green Salad with Choice of Dressings 

 

Not Pictured: Pre-Dinner Hor D’oeuvres &  
Dutch Oven Dessert  

 

 

Just a Typical Day on the River… 
Days on the river begin at dawn or earlier. Your 

boatmen will use the “coffee call” as the first sign that 
it is time to wake up. Smells of delicious breakfast 
may creep into your tent luring you out and 
persuading you it is time to crawl out of bed. Hot 
breakfasts are the norm with eggs cooked to order 
and a continental breakfast option as a lighter fare. 

After breakfast it is time to pack up camp and get 
moving. Form a “duffel line” with your fellow guests 
and work as a team to load the boats. You will be 
amazed how quickly camp can be taken down when 
everyone works together. Need help? Just ask! If your 
physical abilities limit your capacity to lift and load, 
that’s no problem either. Throughout the morning, the 
guides will prepare you for the day ahead and the 
adventure that lies around the bend.  

Once the gear is loaded, you are welcome to hop 
aboard our sturdy and reliable S-Rig rafts and get 
ready for some thrills. After breakfast, the typical day 
begins with a few hours of rafting and rapids. If you 
are ready to get up close and personal with those 
waves sit towards the front of the raft or in the “bath 
tub”. If you prefer a more mellow experience sit 
towards the back near the boatmen in the “tea room.” 
Either way these rapids will amaze you with their 
enormity and awesomeness. 

Trips usually stop every few hours to discover a 
pristine swimming destination or get a bit more active 
with a side canyon hike. Some of the hikes are more 
strenuous than others, but your thoughtful guides will 
make you aware of what is to come. Many of our 
guests’ favorite parts of the trip are the destinations at 
the end of some of the side hikes. After some fun in 
the morning, lunch will be served picnic style on a 
sandy beach where you can eat, relax and enjoy the 
sights.  

After lunch, there is more exploring to do and likely 
some more thrilling rapids ahead. At the end of a day 
filled with adventure, you’ll pull into camp in the early 

afternoon so as to provide ample time for relaxation. 
Form a duffel line to unload the boats, then you are off 
to set up your own camp. There will be 
demonstrations of camp setup on the first evening but 
you will be responsible to set up on subsequent 
nights. Relax and enjoy the sounds of the river, play 
on the beach or kick back with a good book as the 
guides prepare appetizers for you to munch on before 
dinner.  

The food on our river trips is excellent and well 
rounded. Dinner is often a highlight of the day with 
entrees such as fresh fish, grilled steaks or barbequed 
chicken breasts. Vegetarian and other options will be 
accommodated to the best of our ability just make 
sure to discuss it with our office staff when making 
your reservation. Leave room for dessert, though, 
because our Dutch oven cakes and brownies will blow 
you away.  

After dinner it’s off to your camp where our 
comfortable sleep kit—ground cloth, camp cot, 
sleeping bag, sheet and pillow—awaits. Get a good 
night’s sleep. There are more thrills tomorrow and 
daybreak comes early! 

Trip Overview (cont’d 2) 
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Cliff Dwellers Lodge 
 

Lodging at Cliff Dwellers Lodge* the night before your rafting trip is 
complimentary for double or more occupancy. You may also request a 
single occupancy room for a nominal fee (availability is limited). Hatch 
will book your room, so all you have to worry about is which delicious 
menu item to order at the Cliff Dwellers Restaurant. Check in is at 4pm. 
If you expect to arrive after 9pm, give them a call.  
 

If you would like to extend your stay with Cliff Dwellers Lodge, book a 
fly fishing trip, or inquire about their restaurant, use the information 
below to make your own extended reservations.  
 

*In rare instances, your lodging may be booked at another lodge in Marble Canyon. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Pre-Trip Transportation 
 

Fly or Shuttle from Las Vegas to Marble Canyon 
 

Drive or fly into Las Vegas before your trip and then use one of the following options: 
1. $$$ Schedule a flight to the Marble Canyon airstrip with Bar 10 Transportation for the day before your 

launch. Contact Bar 10 for availability and pricing. Hatch vans will pick you up from the Marble Canyon 
airstrip and shuttle you to Cliff Dwellers Lodge. At the end of your trip, you can choose to fly directly 
back to Las Vegas. 
 

  Leaves early afternoon       Arrives late afternoon or evening 
 

2. $$ Schedule an executive van shuttle from the McCarran airport in Las Vegas to Cliff Dwellers Lodge 
through Bar 10 Transportation. Contact Bar 10 for availability and pricing. 

 

  Leaves mid-day       Arrives late afternoon or evening 
 
 

Drive to Marble Canyon 
 

Drive your personal vehicle ($) or a rental car ($$) to Marble Canyon. Park 
between Cliff Dwellers Lodge and the Hatch Warehouse. At the end of 
your trip, you can fly back to Marble Canyon to collect your vehicle.  

Lodging & Transportation 

NOTE: You may also 
order beverages for your 
trip through Cliff 
Dwellers Lodge. Contact 
them directly for 
beverage inquiries. 

Bar 10 Transportation 
 

800-582-4139 
www.bar10.com 

Cliff Dwellers Lodge 
Milepost 547 N Hwy 89A 
Marble Canyon, AZ 86036 
 

(800) 962-9755 
www.cliffdwellerslodge.com 
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Post-Trip Transportation 
 

On the last day of your trip, you will take a helicopter from inside the canyon 
to the Bar 10 Ranch. Helicopter flights begin at 7:00am. Once at the Bar 10 
Ranch, you will be given a boarding pass for a fixed wing flight back to 
either Las Vegas, NV or Marble Canyon, AZ.  
 

Fly back to Las Vegas 
Your flight will take you from Bar 10 Ranch to the Boulder City airport 
terminal. From there, you will be shuttled back to McCarran Airport. You should arrive around 1:00pm; 
however, we strongly recommend that you do not schedule any flights out of Las Vegas until after 3:00pm to 
accommodate unexpected delays. 
 

Fly back to Marble Canyon 
Your flight will take you from Bar 10 Ranch to the Marble Canyon airstrip. From there, a Hatch employee will 
pick you up and shuttle you back to your vehicle. You should arrive around 11:00am.  
 
PLEASE NOTE: The airline requires all passengers 18 and older to present a current, government-issued photo 
ID upon boarding the plane at Bar 10 Ranch. If your bag weighs over 25 lbs you may be charged a fee. If you 
change your flight from what is indicated on your Reservation Form, Bar 10 reserves the right to charge you the 
cost of accommodating that change if space is available. Arrival times are estimates and are subject to change.  
 

Grand Canyon Area Map              
 

 

   

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phantom 
Ranch 

(Mile 89) 
Whitmore Wash 

(Mile 188) 
 

Lee’s Ferry 
(Mile 0) 

Bar 10 
Ranch 

Cliff 
Dwellers 

Lodge 

Be sure to let Hatch 
know on your 
Reservation Form 
where you would like 
to be flown at trip’s 
end so that we can 
book your flight! 

Lodging & Transportation (cont’d) 
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Day Gear 
 

This gear will be worn or stored in your day 
dry bag and secured next to you on the 
raft so that you can access it throughout  
the day.  

 Small backpack or camelback - for hikes 
 Rain gear (2-piece and waterproof)  

Those splashes are cold, so good rain gear 
is a must. Make sure it has Velcro or elastic 
arm/leg bands to keep water out. No ponchos.  
 

 Swimsuit - Great to wear under clothing. We 
recommend a 2-piece for women for logistical reasons. 

 Sunscreen and SPF Lip Balm 
 2 unbreakable water bottles 1 liter with loops for 

carabiners 
 2 sturdy carabiners (not keychain style) 
 Recreational sports sandals - Must have 

good traction/soles. Chaco, Teva, and Keen 
are popular brands. Make sure to break them in before 
the trip! 

 Lightweight, synthetic hiking shoes – Pair 
these with socks for dry hikes where sandals 
just won’t cut it. 

 Neoprene socks or quick dry socks  
 Polarized sunglasses with retention string 
 Sun hat with retention string  
 Daytime medication - Consult your doctor to determine 

an adequate supply of vital medications. 
 Waterproof(ed) camera - Don’t forget extra memory and 

batteries (Battery charging is available, but limited) 
 Gloves  - to protect against sun, hot rocks, and holding 

ropes. 
 Bandana or buff 

NOTE: April, May, and September are colder months – 
See the second page of this checklist for suggested 
cold weather items.  

 

 

Hatch provides all the camping essentials for your trip, so all you have to bring is personal gear. Here’s what 
we recommend you pack to ensure you have the best possible trip. (Please note: This list is intended to be used as a 
guide. Some guests prefer to skip or add items as their needs dictate. You know yourself best! If you have any questions, please 
contact our office.)   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Gear Checklist 

Hatch Provided Gear: 
 1 water-resistant night dry bag (18” in 

diameter x 31” tall – for your sleep kit 
and personal duffel bag) 
 1 water-resistant day dry bag (8” in 

diameter x 20” tall - for your small 
backpack and items you need during 
the day) 
 Dishware and eating utensils, PLUS a 

souvenir Hatch mug 
 1 3-person tent (for 2 people) 
 1 camp chair per person 
 A sleep kit, which includes: 

o 1 collapsible cot (rated for 250lbs) 
o 1 sleeping bag 
o 1 sheet and pillow case 
o 1 standard sized pillow 
o 1 6’x8’ ground cloth 

Meals and Beverages: 
In addition to camping gear, Hatch 
provides all meals and beverages 
(excluding alcohol and soda) for your trip. 
You may purchase additional beverages 
from the Cliff Dwellers Lodge (order form 
provided) which you will pick up the 
morning of your launch. You are also 
welcome to bring your own from home. 
Please avoid bringing glass bottles.  
 

Note: Most guests wish they had 
purchased more beverages. Please plan 
accordingly.  
 
If you have any dietary restrictions or 
allergies, please let the Hatch office know 
as soon as possible. We will do our best to 
accommodate most guests’ dietary needs 
whenever possible as long as we know 
about them in advance.  
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Night Gear 
 

This gear will get packed in your duffel and stowed in your 
night dry bag with your sleep kit. It will be secured in the 
center of the duffel pile, and you will only have access to it 
when you camp each night. 

 Medium soft-sided duffel bag – recommend 12”x12”x24” 
 Quick dry shorts (or skirts)  
 Lightweight long pants 
 T-shirts – lightweight & moisture wicking – not cotton 
 Long-sleeved shirt – for sun protection 
 Underwear 
 Lightweight, fleece jacket 
 Pajamas 
 Headlamp or flashlight – with extra batteries 
 Government issued photo ID (18+), credit & insurance 

cards (in case of medical evacuation) 
 Cash or personal checks – for Phantom Ranch/Bar 10 

purchases & gratuities for guides 
 Nighttime medication  
 Camp towel 
 Toiletries:  
 Good lotion & hand salve for dryness in the Canyon 
 Toothbrush, toothpaste & dental floss 
 Biodegradable soap, shampoo &  
conditioner 
 Baby wipes (for cleaning off in  
the evening) 
 Nail clippers/file 
 Contact solution (due to the elements,  
we recommend disposable contacts 
or glasses) 
 Ladies only: feminine hygiene 
products & (optional) female urinal 

 Comfortable camp clothing:  
 footwear, sarong or other cover up, 
cotton t-shirt, cotton socks 

 
 
 

 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Valuables: 
 

Hatch does not have a means of storing 
guests’ valuables while they are on the 
river. We recommend that you leave all 
valuables not on this checklist at home.  

Gear Checklist (cont’d) 

Gratuities: 
 

Guide gratuities are provided at a guest’s 
discretion, but always appreciated. As a 
guideline, many guests tip between 8-10%. 
All gratuities should be given to the lead 
boatman who will divide it equally among 
the crew. Checks (made out to the trip 
leader) or cash are acceptable. We cannot 
accept credit cards.  

Cold Weather Extras: 
 

It is better to over pack than to go without 
something you need during cold weather. 
April, May, and September are colder 
months—be prepared with these items if 
your trip is during one of these months. 

 Stocking cap or beanie 
 Mid- to heavyweight fleece jacket (to 

replace lightweight) 
 Long underwear (either polypropylene 

or wool for their quick drying properties) 
 Extra layers and long pants 
 Heavier weight rain gear 

 

Weather:  
Weather in the canyon can be 
unpredictable. For an up-to-date 
forecast, visit weather.gov, click the 
search tab, and type in “Phantom 
Ranch.” Select the forecast for lat. 
36.1°N and long. 112.09°W. 

High: 82° 
Low: 56° 
Precip: .47” 

High: 92° 
Low: 63° 
Precip: .36” 

High: 101° 
Low: 72° 
Precip: .30” 

High: 106° 
Low: 78° 
Precip: .84” 

High: 103° 
Low: 75° 
Precip: 1.04” 

High: 97° 
Low: 69° 
Precip: .97” 
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